FlexRule X
Advanced Decision
Management Suite

In any organization, running a business requires thousands of business
decisions every day, at every level, each one affecting reputation and
bottom line - business decisions about product configuration, pricing and
discount strategy, product and service offering, eligibilities, payments,
invoicing, installments, troubleshooting, patient diagnosis, underwriting,
creditworthiness, validation and so on.

“

65% of decisions made are
more complex (involving
more stakeholders or
choices) than they were
two years ago.

“

It's All About
Business Decisions

The quality of these decisions determines the quality of business operation.
Therefore, organizations need to make optimized, customer-centric, and
situation-aware business decisions.

65%
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Business Decisions

Bringing together Process,
Data Analytics, Robotics and
Business Rules

Make Business Decisions the First-Class Citizen
FlexRule X platform allows you to explicitly model business decisions using our decision graph (e.g., Decision
Requirement Diagram) with a simple drag-and-drop to frame business decisions. This technique enables you to
frame and decompose the complex business decision to smaller decision units and capture details around each
one of them (i.e., multistep decisioning technique).

Business
Decisions

Unlimited Scale

Executable Artifact

Wide Range of Decision Logics

Our decision graph helps to break
down the complexity. Enables
technologists to communicate and
explain business decisions to all
stakeholders clearly. Enable modeling
reusable business decisions. Empower
teams to independently manage
(change, deploy, version, etc.) business
decisions. Enable teams collaboration
at scale. Ultimately Business Decisions
become the core elements of
productivity.

Our decision graph technology brings
business decisions to life. They
become the live specification of your
business decisions. Therefore, these
models are not just visual
representations of your complex
business decisions, but you can debug,
simulate, run, and deploy them as a
service. Business decisions
decomposed by our decision graph
technology can support both stateless
and stateful behaviors at runtime.

Once business decisions are
decomposed, and their hierarchy is
shaped, each decision unit can satisfy
the full decision cycle. They can access
data, create a context for making
decisions’ outcomes and run different
types of decision logic such as business
rules, predictive analytics, machine
learning, workflow, and decision
robotics, or even your custom code.

Data &
Information

Business
Rules

Machine
Learning

Orchestration

Decision
Robotics
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Workflow

Data & Information
Connect to Databases, Applications, Services, Files, and more

Connect to Databases,
Applications, Services, Files,
and more

Making accurate and relevant business decisions requires a very strong data and information capability. Business
decisions potentially need to connect to many data sources. To consume data, it should transform and enrich data
to create a decision-making context. Use the context to create the decision outcome, and eventually, the outcome
should integrate back to processes and systems in the enterprise.
Business
Decisions

Wide Range of Data Connectivity

Extensive Data Operators

Data for Everyone

Connect to any data source including

Once data is collected from one or

There are still many databases that

SQL and non-SQL databases (e.g., MS

more data sources, they are not in the

have SQL-based language to query

SQL Server, DB2…), Online

format and structure required for

the data. FlexRule X has a built-in

applications and services (e.g.,

decision making. Enrich, validate and

Visual Query Builder enabling non-

Salesforce, Dynamic 365, Google

transform the collected data and build

technical people to safely and

Sheets,…), REST API endpoints,

the information for decision making.

securely build queries to select the

Industry standards (HL7, XBRL…). Use

FlexRule X provides both drag-and-

data from operational databases.

file-based data such as XML, JSON,

drop visual data operators builder

FlexRule X democratizes data access

CSV, and MSExcel. Data can be

and syntax language to deal with

and query building.

anywhere: on-prem or in the cloud.

complex data scenarios.

Data &
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Workflow

Business Rules

Multiple Techniques of
Business Rules Modeling

Everyone Has Their Own Preferences, But They Need to Talk The Business Language
FlexRule X provides multiple different ways to model business rules. This helps everyone in the team (Business,
Operation/Domain Expert, and IT) choose their preferred method of modeling business rules, yet they understand each
other by taking away the complexity around programming and coding syntax and talking the same common language. A
declarative approach to model the rules allows focusing on what should be done, rather than how it is done, and
underneath a powerful engine using backward and forward chaining capability executes the business rules.

Language for Everyone

Single Source of Truth

Web UI SDK

Declarative and procedural techniques

Model your business rules once, and

FlexRule X provides web UI SDK as

allow modeling all different types of

execute them anywhere, within

ready-to-use web components. These

business rules, from criteria validation

business decisions, orchestration, or

web components will enable your

to calculation and computational logic.

as a set of rules inside applications.

applications to expose our low-code

Decision Table, Natural Language, and

FlexRule X provides a Business Rule

authoring technology via your

Tree-SubTree models empower users

Engine for both the .Net Core and

application's UI. So you can white-label,

to model from simple to complex (nest,

JavaScript environment which means

integrate, and embed our low-code

link, chain, and recursive) business

the execution of business rules can

decision authoring capability. These

rules with ease. The business glossary

happen inside your application

components are fully based on

simplifies the rule entry and provides

without server roundtrip to ensure UX

HTML/JS technology, so you can

the common business definition and

is not compromised. Then you can run

control their look and feel and ensure

language.

the same rules at the service level

consistency with your applications' UI.

Business
Decisions

Data &
Information
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Machine
Learning
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Decision
Robotics

without any change!
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Workflow

Machine Learning

Machine Learning (ML) for
Operations People

Democratizing Machine Learning (ML): Train, Test, Integrate and Deploy!
FlexRule X provides an integrated Automated Machine Learning (AutoML) capability that allows less technical people
with less or no knowledge about Data Science to build machine learning models. The ML models then can be
integrated into the Decision model as simple as a drag-and-drop and productionized with a single click!
Business
Decisions

AutoML

Explainable

Integrated Decisioning

AutoML provides a simple User Interface

Model's Explainability ensures you can

Machine Learning (ML) models in a silo,

(UI) with cutting-edge technology that

debug or audit your machine learning

should not be used for decision-making.

automates the process of building the

models. By understanding how and

However, they must be integrated into a

best-performing models from your data.

why your model reacts in certain

decision model. Once your ML model is

By simply selecting the ML scenario

situations, you can ensure reliability

trained, the FlexRule X platform creates

(Regression, Binary classification, or

and robustness while avoiding bias.

the decision model that provides the

multi-classification) and pointing the

The explainability method

required input and outcome and

AutoML engine to the source of data

(Permutation Feature Importance)

integrates your ML-trained model into

(CSV, TSV…) it will iterate over the data

provides you a graph to simply point

the decision graph automatically. Now

and your choices of algorithms to build

out why a decision has been made

simply extend the decision model to

and train the best model for you.

based on the trained ML model.

cover more scenarios, integrate them

Data &
Information
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Machine
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Decision
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into processes using orchestration or
apply regulations using business rules.
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Workflow

Orchestration

Orchestrate the Humans, Robots
and Everything in Between

Stateless and Stateful Orchestration to Run Complex and Long-Running
Business Transactions.
FlexRule X provides an advanced orchestration capability that supports both stateless and stateful models with built-in
capabilities for process automation, workflow, and robotic process automation (RPA) and no need for any other 3

rd

party

solutions. This enables the coordination of disparate components and pieces that contribute to or influence the
Business
Decisions

achievement of an end goal. A visual, graphical User Interface allows building complex models with just drag-and-drop
with more than 100 built-in steps and activities.

Data &
Information

Process Automation

Workflow

Decision Robotics

Model a complex process by defining

A workflow may take weeks and

FlexRule's built-in RPA is called Decision Robotics

steps where each step accomplishes a

months to complete. Not only has the

which allows you to build smart robots to take

task or a routing gateway (Inclusive,

component of process automation, but

decisions and carry out actions. These robots are

Exclusive…). The task can be conditional,

also it involves human actors. Someone

a piece of automation that mimics human

static, or dynamic. Tasks can execute

has to do something either manual or

interaction with computers. These robots can

expressions or other models such as

automated to advance a task. Workflow

navigate applications’ user interfaces (UI); they

decision models, business rules, data

can assign tasks (Parallel and

can move the computer mouse, click and type.

transformation, or even another

Sequential), allow actors to vote, wait

They move files, copy and paste contents, open

orchestration model. This unlimited

for responses from applications or

and close applications, and many more.

nesting technique allows drills down to

humans, or pass the time (timeout) to

Furthermore, in FlexRule X, the robots are

details as needed. Each step or a group of proceed to the next step. Task

empowered to make the decisions, particularly

steps can handle errors with explicit

assignments can be linked to external

with an integrated decision engine to deal with

transition or a built-in retry policy.

providers to send tasks to individuals.

the complexity of regulations, policies, and
business rules in changing environments.

Business
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Workflow

Manage Business Decisions the Right Way!
At the heart of the FlexRule X platform are integrated tools and automation services that ensure modern,
enterprise-grade, cloud-native business decisions are secure, resilient, manageable, and built to scale.

Deployments

Collaboration

Quality Assurance

Reusability

Integration

Deploy manually or

Enable versioning and

Ensure transparency,

Build modular, reusable

Integrate using microservices

automated. On-prem or in

team collaboration at

explainability and avoid

business and decision

the cloud – Serverless or

scale

degradation of quality

logic and utilize them

your own infrastructure
Learn more

Learn more

Learn more

REST API, or in-proc using
Runtime SDK - .NET Core and

everywhere

JavaScript

Learn more

Learn more
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FlexRule X

Improve the Speed and Quality of Key Business Decisions
Book a Demo
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